The current day networks use Proactive networks for adaption to the dynamic scenarios. The use of cognition technique based on the Observe, Orient, Decide and Act loop (OODA) is proposed to construct proactive networks. The network performance degradation in knowledge acquisition and malicious node presence is a problem that exists. The use of continuous time dynamic neural network is considered to achieve cognition. The variance in service rates of user nodes is used to detect malicious activity in heterogeneous networks. The improved malicious node detection rates are proved through the experimental results presented in this paper.
Introduction
The current prevalent technologies and network architectures are ever evolving which put forth increased number of digital attacks [1] . The dynamic network environments that exist require proactive management mechanisms to counter or minimize the effects of such digital attacks [2] . The reactive network management mechanism that is currently adopted cannot provide the required security in the case of ongoing digital attacks. The need of proactive network managements systems to provide security is well established [3] . Cognition can be considered as a proactive network management system [4] . In this paper we have introduced a cognitive network management architecture based on the OODA Loop [5] [6] . The intelligence is incorporated using continuous time dynamic neural networks [7] .
Cognitive Networks are self-observant and self-healing by nature. Cognitive networks can be established to address numerous problems that exist like provisioning of Quality of Service (QoS), access control, resource management, security and other desired network goals [8] . In this paper we have presented the use of cognitive networks is primarily to secure the network from malicious user nodes. In cognitive networks the user nodes are monitored and based on the observations derived, action planning is established. The user nodes are monitored based on the network transactions it performs within the considered network. The cognitive network architecture presented here monitors the user service request rates [9] [10] to derive their behavioral usage patterns. In this paper, we have considered heterogeneous network architectures consisting of multiple cognitive servers providing services to user clients of wired and wireless type communicating through routers. Deriving knowledge to ascertain the user behaviors in distributed heterogeneous networks induces a network overhead in obtaining information which tends to degrade network performance. In cognitive networks transactions are induced to derive knowledge. Knowledge acquisition can be classified as global knowledge and local knowledge [11] .
Local knowledge derived is about users behavior's requesting a server for a set of services it offers within its domain. Sharing of local knowledge amongst the cognitive servers is critical as user mobility is considered and is termed as global knowledge. The continuous time dynamic neural network based cognitive network is useful in reducing the Malicious node detection error, as it handles the nonlinear network characteristics efficiently when compared to static neural networks [12] [13] .
A. Organization
Section two discussed a brief of the Related Work. The Background is discussed in the section three. The System Model and Result Analysis are presented in the subsequent sections. The last section of this paper discusses the Conclusions.
Related Work
Yang Song et al [14] address the stochastic traffic engineering problem in multi-hop cognitive wireless mesh networks. The challenges induced by the random behaviors of the primary users are considered. In order to accomplish the overall objective and for convex stochastic traffic engineering problem, the researchers propose a completely distributed algorithmic solution which provably converges to the global optimum with probability one. Therefore the author developed a scheme in which the behaviors of the primary users are completely unpredictable from the mesh network's point of view and unlike existing approaches. The major drawback of this system is that there is no consideration of the delay induced due to feedback loops. The authors in [14] further propose to improve the system by utilizing a distributed robust optimization framework [15] in future.
Minho Jo et al [16] proposed a new system approach for detecting and investigating a new selfish attack and introduce a selfish attack detection technique called as COOPON (Cooperative neighboring cognitive radio Nodes). In this research work the author has emphasized on selfish attacks of SUs toward multiple channel access in cognitive radio ad-hoc networks. In this system implementation the researchers employed the deterministic channel allocation information that facilitates the proposed approach COOPON to deliver highly reliable detection of selfish attacks in case of cognitive radio Adhoc networks.
K Cheng Howa et al [17] have proposed a cross-layer altruistic differentiated service protocol (ADSP) for dynamic cognitive radio networks was employed in similar to [16] for quality of service provisioning in CRNs with selfish node coexistence, but it will not address the issues of diverse communication environment like in Ad hoc network and situations but it was successfully delivered by COOPON. Here in this work the author utilizes the advantages of Ad hoc network like its autonomous and cooperative characteristics for better detection reliabilities. Their work exhibited tremendous enhancement in the detection accuracy of selfish attack detection and it was found to be more than 97 percent. G Sunilkumar et al [18] presented a research work that not only Monitors activity of user node but also performs an effective function of taking preventive measures if user node transactions are found to be malicious. In this research work the intelligence in cognitive engine has been realized using self-organizing maps (CSOM). In order to realize the CSOMs Gaussian and Mexican Hat neighbor learning functions have been evaluated. The research simulation made in this work, proves the efficiency of Gaussian Learning function is better for cognition engine. The cognition engine being considered in this research work is evaluated for malicious node detection in dynamic networks. In this work the implemented concept results in higher Intrusion detection rate as compared to other similar approaches.
Background
G Sunilkumar et al [19] have presented a research work that Intelligence can be incorporated by the use of discrete time dynamic neural networks. The use of dynamic neural networks is considered, to monitor the instantaneous changes that occur in heterogeneous network environments when compared to static neural networks. Malicious user node identification is achieved by monitoring the service request rates generated to the cognitive servers and as the number of user nodes increases, the user behavior repository also increases with size effecting network performance.
System Model
Let's consider a network on which cognition is to be realized represented as . The cognitive network can be represented as a graph defined as (1) Where represents the set of network connections or links that exists between the network elements represented by . The cognitive network element set consists of a set of cognitive servers represented as , router elements set represented as and client nodes set represented as . The network clients set constitute of wireless and wired type to realize a heterogeneous network. The network elements set can thus be defined as (2) All the links that constitute towards the link set are assumed to be bi-directional in nature and can be wired or wireless in nature. A sample network graph is as shown in Fig. 1 . The router set are assumed to be secure and are trusted network elements. The client nodes or the leafs of the network graph shown above and are assumed to constitute of trusted or normal users set represented as and malicious or untrusted users set represented as . Hence the client node set can be defined as (3) The objective of the cognitive network discussed here is to identify the number of malicious users in the cognitive network . The cognitive server is assumed to host a set of services for the users to access. In the cognitive network model the routers set only forward the data received from the client nodes to the cognitive servers. Cognition is achieved by incorporation the Cognition Loop also known as the OODA Loop. The cognition process is carried out on the cognitive servers which intercommunicate to facilitate higher malicious user detection rates. A packet level communication model is considered in this system wherein the user nodes request for services using a packet based transmission system. The PADL based user identification approach is adopted for accurate identification of user nodes. User node behavior is observed based on the transmitted data and the transmission rate. Transmission rate is defined as (4) Where represents the transmitted packet set of user and is time interval. User node activity in the cognitive network is observed by monitoring the service packet request rate measured in terms of the transmission rates of the service packets. Let the service transmission rate of a client node be represented as i.e. the observed service request rate of the cognitive server is also assuming lower network losses. The cognitive process adopted relies on dynamic neural network based intelligence for analysis of the service request packets. A discrete time dynamic neural network is adopted for orientation of the cognitive process incorporated. The decision phase of the cognition cycle relies on the service request packet analysis results obtained from the output of the dynamic neural networks. The action or the control strategies phase of the cognition cycle is achieved based on the decisions and is implemented on the cognitive servers . The algorithm adopted to implement the action is discussed in the latter section of this paper. The cognition cycle is represented in Fig. 2 given below. A continuous time dynamic neural network is considered for the purpose of learning. Learning or understanding of the user node behaviors in the cognitive network is critical to achieve cognition. The back propagation algorithm is adopted for training the dynamic neural network. The user node behavior is studied based on the service request packets transmitted from the user node to the cognitive server . Such heterogeneous network environments can be represented as a differential equation of the first order and can be defined as (5) Where , ,
From the above definition it is clear that the differential equation is capable of analysis of nonlinear continuous functions which is the case of the heterogeneous network environment considered. The definition can be simplified and defined as (6) Where is the three dimensional weight function (7)
The back propagation learning error represented as is defined as 
The back propagation learning for the continuous time dynamic neural network model enables to observe the service packet transmission rates of the cognitive server by adopting a multi iterative process. The observations of the neural network are utilized for decision making and action planning at the cognitive servers . The service request rate of the cognitive server received to be represented as and it is defined as (17) Where represents a constant and is a fraction of the service request packets sent from to .
Result Analysis
The experimental test bed was developed using C#.Net on the Visual Studio 2010 platform. The heterogeneous test bed consisting of cognitive server's routers and network client nodes is considered for the performance evaluation. The user nodes constitute of both wired and wireless type of user nodes. A packet based network communication structure is adopted in developing the test bed. The user nodes using a custom packetization structure request the cognitive servers offering services. The service rates of the client nodes are monitored. The service rates of the normal nodes are limit bound defined by and . The client nodes constitute of normal nodes and randomly deployed malicious nodes i.e. .
The major objective of the cognitive network presented in this paper is to identify the malicious nodes and negate their presence in the cognitive network in addition to identifying the the network overhead reduction is also presented in the results discussed here. Malicious activity is induced in a fraction of the user nodes and is identified by the varied service rate . For analysis and identification we have utilized a continuous time dynamic neural network (DNN-CT) based cognition engine based on the OODA Loop. The proposed cognition engine is compared with the state of art multi-layer feed forward neural network (MFNN) based cognitive engine. The Random Directional Mobility and Random Waypoint Mobility models are considered for the simulation scenarios.
A total of thirty network routers have been considered in this configuration. The configuration considers one hundred wired and one hundred wireless client nodes. The client nodes, network routers and servers are randomly deployed in meters. The malicious node detection error for Three Cognitive Server Configuration is shown in Figure 3 . The MFNN based cognitive engine exhibits an average malicious node detection error of around 17.12% when compared to 4.27% exhibited by the proposed DNN-CT based cognitive engine. The malicious node detection error for Five Cognitive Servers Configuration is shown in Figure 4 . The MFNN based cognitive engine exhibits an average malicious node detection of around 16.84% when compared to 3.87% exhibited by the proposed DNN-CT based cognitive engine. The receiver operating characteristics plot is used to compare the performance for the DNN-CT and MFNN based cognitive engine is shown in Figure 5 . The area under the MFNN curve was found to be 0.824 and the area under the DNN-CT curve was found to be 0.960. The superiority of the DNN-CT in detection can be confirmed for the three cognitive sever configuration. 
Conclusions
The use of cognition techniques to construct proactive network is proposed in this paper. The OODA loop is adopted in achieving cognition and negates the presence of malicious users in the network. Heterogeneous network environments are considered. The observation phase of the OODA loop relies on the user behavior. In this paper the service request rates are monitored to understand user behaviors. The use of continuous time dynamic neural networks is considered to incorporate intelligence and for decision making. The malicious users identified are denied services hosted by the servers there by securing the network. The experimental study presented considers varied scenarios and is compared with the existing cognition scheme. Reduced malicious node detection errors are observed in the results.
